TEMPE BEACH PARK - RECOMMENDATIONS
Tempe Beach Park has the potential to become a regional destination park, but it suffers from a host of physical
and operational problems, as well as structural flaws. It is literally a lake in a desert and should be much more active
on a daily basis. However, the park doesn’t offer many reasons for people to visit it, and its problems make it a
difficult place to want to go. Evaluating the major factors that contribute to park usage, one finds
•

Seating is inadequate. There is no movable seating, which is especially important in a hot climate like
Tempe’s.

•

Perceptions of security are hurt by threatening-looking groups congregating at the park’s main entrance at
Mill Avenue and Rio Salado Parkway. The park also has a reputation for drug use.

•

The park is mostly clean, though this is mostly due to few people using it.

•

Portions of the park are well-lit but others are dark. Uneven light levels make visitors feel unsafe.

•

The park is at grade with Rio Salado, but is challenged by no other connections to the street system.

•

The park’s design doesn’t make it convenient for people working in the U.S. Airways building or Hayden
Ferry Lakeside to visit the park.

•

The park’s plantings are generally dull and lack color.

•

The park has almost no scheduled programming outside of special events, and few amenities.

Figure 4.4.1- An aerial view of the recommended improvements to Tempe Beach Park.

•

The park has no nearby food and beverage options.

•

The perimeter along Rio Salado is dominated by a baseball field that is almost never used, making the park
look even emptier than it is.

Given these conditions and the fact that major portions of the park are closed on most weekends, it is not
surprising that Tempe Beach Park receives few visitors. The park is also too far from the downtown core for it to
be a convenient lunch option for many workers, but they would be much more likely to use it if there were reasons
for them to do so, such as great food, live music, fitness classes, or other programs.
In addition, by applying the public space market share analysis, the park is too large for Tempe. In fact, it’s larger
than the signature downtown parks of cities like New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. In order to create a
destination urban park and replicate the vibrancy that’s in the downtown core, and what makes Tempe so attractive
to businesses and new residents, the City of Tempe and the Downtown Tempe Authority need to solve these
problems:
1. There aren’t enough people living and working close to Tempe Beach Park.
2. The park’s design works for special events but not regular use; it needs to accommodate both.
3. The southern, western, and eastern edges of the park are weak and discourage people from entering.
4. There’s too much open space at this specific location.
The solution is to create a new mixed-use district surrounding the redeveloped Tempe Beach Park, which would be
split into two sections: the Tempe Commons, a highly-programmed six-acre space that would draw Tempe residents
and workers on a daily basis; and the Festival Lawn, that could still host large concerts and other events.
The district includes all properties that front on both sides of Rio Salado Parkway from Mill Avenue past Ash
Avenue and south to 3rd Street, as well as some properties on the opposite side of the rail line fronting on Farmer
Avenue. In partnership with a private developer, the City of Tempe and the Downtown Tempe Authority should
develop as many as four new buildings surrounding a redeveloped, neighborhood-scaled public space (Tempe
Commons). The new mixed-use development will be located within the existing footprint of the original Tempe
Beach Park, abutting the Mill Avenue Bridge edge to the east and in the existing parking lots along Rio Salado
Parkway to the west.
The redevelopment of portions of the existing park and parking lots will:
•

Create two distinct yet connected spaces, Tempe Commons in the southern section, and the Festival Lawn
on the northern portion.

•

Create a park serving the office and residential communities in the immediate area, the workers and
residents throughout downtown, and the entire Tempe community, as well as the entire region for special
events.

•

Establish the new Tempe Commons: a space that’s the size and scale appropriate for the character and
density of what Tempe can and should activate, program, and populate.

•

Create exciting new dining options for Tempe residents and visitors that will help support park operations
and maintenance cost through their rents.

•

Attract more prestigious tenants with some of the most desirable office space in the region.

•

Activate the edges of the public space with the density and types of users that will use the park at a broader
spread of time during the weekday as well as the weekends.

The City of Tempe should also create a new promenade along the south side of Rio Salado Parkway that acts as
an extension of the park, stitching the buildings on the south side of the parkway to Tempe Beach Park. This
sidewalk should be 20 foot wide, as should the sidewalk on the north side of Rio Salado Parkway abutting the
park. The concept plan incorporates new restaurants and kiosks users into the park, along Rio Salado Parkway. The
new restaurants on Rio Salado should open onto to the sidewalk in order to activate the walking experience. The
restaurants should have outdoor dining terraces and views of the Tempe Commons’ great lawn.

The concept also incorporates mixed-use office buildings along the eastern edge of the park within the park
footprint, abutting the Mill Avenue bridge , as well as in the existing surface parking lot. The buildings frame the
park, giving it a strong perimeter and supplying a population of daily park users. They will also help Tempe meet
the demand for new office space without spreading density into areas south or west of the existing downtown core,
and fit in with the surrounding urban fabric.
To make up for the lost surface parking, the plan includes a new two-floor parking garage under the new office
buildings and Tempe Commons, running the full dimension of the park, from Mill Avenue on the east to the
historic stairs on the west, and from Rio Salado Parkway on the south, to the existing festival space to the north.
This parking garage is possible because the design takes advantage of the grade change that falls from Rio Salado to
the lake. Flattening the park at the grade of Rio Salado Parkway, the Tempe Commons becomes a deck park, and is
separated by a walled edge to the existing festival space to the north. Stairs connect the Tempe Commons and the
Festival Lawn, and elevators in the abutting restaurants would provide universal access to the festival space below.
The southern portion of the park, Tempe Commons, is a grand public space with rooms for programming, a great
lawn, and a plaza for dining and programs and activities requiring a hardscaped surface. At roughly six acres, the
Tempe Commons is the right size for the surrounding population. With regular programming and new food and
beverage offerings, it will give the surrounding office population and nearby residents plenty of reasons to visit, so
the park can achieve the density of daily users that will in turn attract weekly and biweekly users from a bit further
away. It will also enhance Tempe’s reputation as “the place to be” in the Phoenix metropolitan area.
The existing bike storage area should evolve into part of a larger cycling facility. It could include a bike retailer,
repair shop or a bike rental vendor. Bicycle-related programming inside and adjacent to the facility, such as bike
maintenance workshops and safety training for families, could make the area into Tempe’s cycling hub.
Throughout the park, the City of Tempe should provide shade structures and trees to mitigate the heat on Tempe’s
warmest days. The lack of shade hurts the current Tempe Beach Park, and it’s an easy problem to solve.
The plan also preserves the existing event lawn. The northernmost section of the parking garage—which would
provide direct access to the event space—could be used for storage of any event equipment owned by the City
or be rented out to regular event producers. The wall between the festival lawn and the parking garage could be a
green wall or mural.
The tree grove immediately west of the lawn, which contains trees in large planters, can be rearranged to allow for
event parking, back-of-house functions, or another use that supports an event. Access for cars and trucks is from
Rio Salado Parkway immediately west of the staging area.
The two new restaurants flanking each side of the Festival Lawn could be integrated into the edge developments
or be stand-alone buildings. They could also be multistory, with entrances from the Festival Lawn and the Tempe
Commons, or they could be single story buildings that open onto the Tempe Commons. In either case, they would
take advantage of the views of the Festival Lawn, the Tempe Commons, and Tempe Town Lake. Between them is
a large area for outdoor dining that offers the same views, and could double as VIP area for concerts in the event
space.
The new Tempe Beach Park also includes more attractions for families. First, the plan proposes a destination
playground between the two bridges of Mill Avenue, just east of the event lawn. The playground would
incorporate water play equipment and cutting-edge play structures; the aim is to create the best play area in the
region. Second, the plan includes a children’s museum or similar cultural attraction in the leftover space between the
two Mill Avenue roadways on the east edge of the Tempe Commons, as they become the bridge and as part of the
new development in the park. This museum might be several stories in height, with entrances at the Tempe Town
Lake level, the Tempe Commons, and from the Mill Avenue bridges..
Finally, the plan creates a new pier that extends from the festival lawn, arcs into the lake, and terminates with a
fishing platform. It would allow for more water-based concessions, like paddleboarding and water bikes, that would
help get more people onto Tempe Town Lake, in addition to a brand new experience for park visitors.
The lakefront pedestrian path, with its allee of trees and balustrade edge with lights, would be integrated into a
grand public promenade that extends from Rural Road on the east to the Tempe Center for the Arts on the west.

TEMPE BEACH PARK - IMPLEMENTATION
Tempe Beach Park has the potential to be an outstanding urban park, but it currently suffers from a host of
operational problems:
•

There is almost no programming outside of special events and there are few everyday amenities, so there
are few reasons for the public to visit the park.

•

City event policies have resulted in large portions of the park being closed to the public on weekends,
during the times of year they are most likely to use the park.

•

The large number of events forces the City to manage it more like a fairground than an urban park.

•

It’s too far from the downtown core to draw regular lunchtime visitors from anywhere but Hayden Ferry
Lakeside, leading to a lack of park users that has allowed antisocial and criminal behavior to flourish.

The park also has significant physical problems, such as its weak perimeter, dominated by a baseball field that is
almost never used at Rio Salado and highway structures to the east and west. Most importantly, Tempe Beach
Park is simply too large to ever achieve the density of users that would make it into a vibrant public space, and its
design reinforces this by failing to channel activity into specific areas. Even if Tempe Beach Park had hundreds of
lunchtime visitors (which itself is incredibly unlikely for the foreseeable future), they would be so spread out that
the park would still feel empty.
That the park has both significant physical and operational challenges makes it a good candidate for a public-private
partnership like those that have created and revitalized virtually all of the notable urban parks in the United States
over the last twenty-five years. To truly reach its potential, Tempe Beach Park will need a large capital investment
and a dedicated management team to oversee its redevelopment and its ongoing operations. The public-private
partnership would be undertaken through a new entity or an existing entity—the Downtown Tempe Authority.
This nonprofit organization would retain a team to create a master plan and concept design (including
programming, operating, and revenue plans) for a revitalized Tempe Beach Park. As described earlier in this report,
Tempe Beach Park would be reimagined as two connected parks, one a vibrant town square (“Tempe Commons”)
and the other a venue for large events (“Tempe Event Park”).
To pay for the redevelopment of the park, the City would empower the nonprofit to enter into ground leases with
one or more developers to build mid-rise (about six-story) office buildings at the park’s eastern and western edges,
possibly supported by a parking garage underneath Tempe Commons. The developer would pay for the design and
construction of the new Tempe Beach Park as well as make annual ground lease payments that would be dedicated
to the park’s ongoing maintenance and operations.
The nonprofit would also be in charge of developing one or more restaurants in the park, and work with the City to
develop a cultural attraction according to the ongoing cultural master plan the City has undertaken. The revitalized
Tempe Beach Park is a logical place for this cultural institution, especially one that would complement the park’s
programming and activity, such as a children’s museum (which also happens to be one of the recommended cultural
attractions identified in the cultural master plan).
In addition, the nonprofit would be responsible for
•

All sanitation and routine maintenance

•

Security beyond what would normally be provided by the Tempe Police Department

•

Landscaping and horticulture

•

Free public programming

•

Event management and application processing

•

Capital improvements, excepting Tempe Town Lake

•

Developing and managing concessions

The City of Tempe would continue to be responsible for
•

Final sign off on event permits

•

Maintenance or capital projects related to Tempe Town Lake

•

Final approval of any new concession agreements initiated by the nonprofit

•

Approval of any capital improvement projects initiated by the nonprofit

The nonprofit would initially receive a “maintenance of effort” payment from the City of Tempe, equal to the
amount of money the City currently spends in operating Tempe Beach Park, but that payment would decrease
over time, and within a few years the park would operate without any public funding. This would free up public
resources for parks and amenities outside of downtown.
To implement this plan, the key steps would be
1. Negotiation of a long-term lease or management agreement between the City of Tempe and a nonprofit (at
least 25 years in length, not including renewal options).
2. Creation of a master plan and concept design for the new Tempe Beach Park district, which would be
approved by the City of Tempe.
3. Negotiation between the nonprofit and one or more developers to fund the design and construction of
the new Tempe Beach Park in exchange for the rights to develop office buildings compliant with the Cityapproved master plan and concept design.
4. Design and construction of the new park and buildings.
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